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Abstract

Current parallel HDR/SDR productions still follow a similar
workflow to that of SDR-only productions. In current workflows,
it is not possible to perform “real HDR shading” to create
dynamic and brilliant HDR content. Plus, SDR does not really
benefit from increased recording quality. We will discuss how
dynamic conversion can help aid parallel HDR/SDR productions,
as well as the new workflows that can be supported.

Introduction

- A second advantage of HDR is that it ensures that the
minor brightness variations can be distributed to the home
viewer and do not have to be suppressed in production. All
of this ultimately helps to improve the viewer’s immersive
experience.
- A third advantage of HDR is that greater contrast range can
be captured within one HDR exposure and therefore clipping
occurs much later and less often compared to an SDR
environment.

The number of HDR (High Dynamic Range) productions is Current HDR/SDR productions and
slowly increasing. Even with market growth indicators, HDR ITU-R BT.2408
is still a long way from being globally embraced. There are a The test production in Valencia showed not only the advantages
variety of challenges that still exist within HDR productions. For of HDR but also its disadvantages. In this test the two productions
example: the creation of both an equally professional HDR and were performed in parallel. However, we know that running
SDR version (SDR = Standard Dynamic Range) is inadequate. parallel productions is not sustainable in the long run due to
Throughout this article we discuss how this challenge can the technological complexity and associated costs. Therefore,
be addressed by using dynamic HDR/SDR converters, such in practice, the goal is to produce the SDR program from the
as the LYNX Technik greenMachine® HDR Evie™. Another HDR program without much effort. Currently, a static HDR/SDR
challenge in HDR/SDR conversion is the adjustment of the color conversion (down-conversion) is used for this purpose. This
gamut. A standards-compliant
approach “cuts out” a defined
HDR production according to
luminance range from the HDR
ITU-R BT.2100 [5] also requires
signal and applies on it the
an extended color gamut,
classic gamma curve. However,
usually called Wide Color
regarding the aperture control,
Gamut (WCG). When converting
it is not possible to proceed
to an SDR signal according to
as the HDR shader did during
ITU-R BT.709 [6], an adaptation
the test production since the
to a smaller color gamut must
variance of exposure would be
be carried out. For more detailed
too large. It is possible that the
information on these challenges
important image areas may fall
and possible solutions, please Ciudad de las Artes y las Ciencias in Valencia
into the fixed corridor that the
refer to the reference list included
static converter for SDR defines.
in this document – see [7] and [8].
However, this may not be the case and could quickly lead to
under- or over-exposure with information that would burn out
or disappear in the shadows. The ITU-R BT.2408 (Guidance for
HDR test production in Valencia
operational practices in HDR television production) [2] states:
To help us understand the challenges associated with an
“If the SDR production must not be compromised, both
HDR production, it is worth taking a look at the history of HDR
HDR and SDR cameras should be shaded using an SDR
production. The first ground-breaking HDR test production was
carried out in 2014 at the MotoGP in Valencia, Spain. The aim was
monitor fed via a down-converter. Whilst the HDR signals
to investigate the added value of HDR vs. SDR. For this purpose
may not always exploit the full potential of the HDR protwo parallel productions were carried out; each production
duction formats, the HDR pictures can still show significant
carried its own technical equipment (cameras, mixers, etc.) and
improvement over SDR.”
personnel (image engineers, shutter operators, etc.).
In other words, to control the aperture, the image is viewed on
This production is especially known for its familiar photograph an SDR display after the static conversion takes place. But what
[1], which was taken during the event, whereby the HDR and does this procedure mean for the three advantages of the Valencia
SDR shaders are sitting in front of the control monitors in the production explained above? On the one hand, everything remains
OB van. While the SDR shader is looking at the images intently the same with the aperture control. The shader must continue
while turning the aperture, the HDR shader is relaxed and is to constantly adjust the aperture to changing light conditions.
This also means that the HDR image is cropped in its maximum
more entertained by the action.
- A key advantage (as highlighted by this comparison) of HDR luminance and variance. Although the above quote from
is that a large amount of aperture control required in SDR is ITU-R BT.2408 still talks about a significant improvement, the HDR
not necessary with HDR. Of course, in an HDR production, image still falls short of its capabilities and allows little creative
adjustments may need to be made from time to time; but work with the brightness. The SDR image in turn hardly benefits
from the increased recording quality, as a function similar to the
only when large brightness fluctuations occur.

current knee or gain function is used for conversion. Information
outside the defined narrow brightness corridor continues to fall
victim to clipping. In summary, almost all the advantages of the
original HDR production were surrendered. On the other hand,
this is also because until recently there were no alternatives to
the static converters mentioned above.
To be able to adjust the aperture in HDR, a system is
needed that adjusts the aperture or combines much more
contrast range within an SDR image so that the aperture
loses relevance. Compared to current solutions, the system
must work dynamically based on the image content.
The ITU-R BT.2408 states:

“As the exposure latitude of HDR images is far greater than
SDR, a dynamic HDR to SDR converter may be required to
deliver a satisfactory SDR output. A dynamic converter is
designed to optimize the HDR to SDR tone mapping curve
for any scene, thereby accommodating a wider range of
exposures than might be possible with a fixed (or static)
tone mapping curve.“

Dynamic conversion

Dynamic conversion can be divided into two levels:
Level 1: The entire image is analyzed and the transfer curve is
adjusted based on the result of the analysis (global approach).
A compromise has to be made between contrast level and
preserving as much information as possible. The flatter the
image, the less detail is lost in the highlights and shadows.
However flat images are not desirable therefore the conversion
algorithm must decide between what information is important
and what level of gradation is acceptable. Within an HDR
workflow, the real advantages are that a real HDR aperture
control can be used with a correspondingly large variance in
exposure.
Level 2: The weighing decision described above can also be
carried out separately on different areas of the image (sectional
approach), so that lights and shadows are treated differently and
can therefore, be adjusted to each other. Lights can be lowered,
and shadows can be brightened without affecting each other.
In other words, a steeper image impression can be achieved
with the same contrast range of the scene [3][4]. Another key
advantage is that the increased contrast range benefits the HDR
image as well as the SDR image. It is possible to display almost
all of the image information in SDR.

Example of a segmented, dynamic conversion with HDR Evie+

The brilliance and strongly saturated colors remain the true
unique selling proposition of HDR. This concept is comparable
to a windows-based color correction.
For level 1 and 2 described above, it is always necessary to
perform a suitable color gamut transformation as described in
[8].

Workflows with dynamic conversion

The use of dynamic conversion offers several new workflows:

1: Simultaneous HDR/SDR production –
Creating SDR version After HDR Production
The first option (see Figure 1) is to use a dynamic HDR/SDR
conversion after the HDR production to automatically create
an SDR version without having to consider it in the production
process. This method allows the image to be shaded and
controlled by using an HDR monitor only. This workflow requires
that the appropriate ITU-R BT.2100 [5] capable equipment is
available, otherwise one can expect high investment costs. One
should also take into account that the dynamic conversion should
be performed on the Clean Feed signal, as the conversion curve
is image content-related and could slightly distort the graphics.
Since the graphics are usually rendered in SDR, they can be
added to the Clean Feed signal after the dynamic conversion.
For the HDR channel, a static SDR/HDR up-conversion of
the graphics can be used. In addition to dynamic HDR/SDR
conversion, an automatic color gamut transformation from
BT.2100 (WCG) to BT.709 (Standard Color Gamut, SCG) needs
to be performed.

Figure 1: HDR/SDR production with dynamic conversion at output

2: HDR/SDR production – Conversion Before Production
Another option is that the dynamic conversion can take place
directly behind each camera as an HDR/HDR conversion (see
Figure 2). This will homogenize the image and enable static
conversion at the output. Of course, the question arises why a
dynamic conversion should be performed for HDR to HDR and
what is meant by homogenization?

Figure 2: HDR/SDR production with dynamic conversion behind the camera

For example: In Figure 3 below, the left picture shows the
presenter standing in front of a very bright background. This
picture shows the scene in classic SDR, which limits the
background to 100 cd/m2. The clipping could probably be
prevented by displaying the image in HDR. But how would
this change the impression of the scene? The presenter, who
is already relatively shadowed by darkness would not be
significantly brightened in HDR. Yet the background, since it is
not limited, would reach much higher brightness values and
would literally outshine her. It would be possible to display the
scene on an HDR monitor however, this would not make it more
visually appealing. To enhance the image, lighting would still
need to be used, as shown in the middle image in Figure 3. It
becomes clear that HDR alone does not solve the problem of
poorly lit scenes. To reduce the use of lighting and to obtain a
more natural image, it is possible to use the sector-by-sector

camera, the HDR/SDR conversion includes the necessary color
space transformation for the color gamut adjustment to be
carried out, so that in the processing chain (mixers, monitors,
etc.) it is still possible to work with equipment that only interprets
ITU-R BT.709 correctly.

Figure 4: SDR production with HDR cameras and dynamic conversion

This workflow represents a low entry option compared to a
complete conversion of all components. Nevertheless, it enables

Figure 3: During an outdoor sports event, the presenter is standing under a tent. In the classic SDR (left) the presenter’s face is very dark. With the help of 12
kW lighting (middle) an attempt is made to balance the lighting of the scene. Alternatively, dynamic conversion can be used (right).
[Source: WDR/HSRM test production, with kind permission of Westdeutscher Rundfunk]

processing of dynamic conversion for HDR. The right-hand
image in Figure 3 shows the same scene without the use of fill
light and using a dynamic conversion. This compensates for the
inhomogeneous lighting situation of the scene, which leads to
the desired effect with HDR images.

broadcasters to take advantage of HDR. On the one hand, it is
immediately possible to send a higher contrast range and thus
a better picture to every viewer. On the other hand, and equally
relevant, the production effort can be reduced compared to the
status quo. This is possible for two reasons:

Furthermore, significantly more brightness values fall into the
SDR corridor. In this way, both signals; the optimized HDR signal
and the optimal SDR signal (with the help of an additional simple
static conversion), with a color gamut according to BT.709 can
be generated at the output.

1. The increased aperture range of the shot leads to a larger
working area. This means that the image needs less readjustment and the actual exposure is more automated.
2. The use of fill light can be reduced, as shown above in
Option 2. Due to the increased contrast range of the HDRcapable cameras, it is possible in this workflow to perform
illumination to a certain extent in signal processing.

3. SDR production
The third option (see Figure 4) is not primarily about producing
HDR, but rather about improving the SDR image and automating
the production process.. This option offers many broadcasters,
who have little experience with HDR or have minimal HDRcapable equipment, the possibility to easily approach the
process. Compared with the first two options, only the camera
has to be exchanged for an HDR-compatible equivalent or the
existing camera has to be retrofitted accordingly. Behind the

For future HDR productions, dynamically converted SDR
content with the help of a static SDR/HDR up-conversion, will
allow much closer approximation to the original HDR content
as compared to the SDR image which is impaired by clipping.
Thus, this option enables the storage of HDR content in an SDR
archive or allows HDR playback to be parallel to SDR playback.
For example: simultaneous HDR live streaming application.

Conclusion

The current workflows for parallel HDR/SDR production are
based on static HDR/SDR conversion. It has been shown that the
quality gain of such a production is rather limited - especially
in terms of the effort and investment involved. Both the HDR
and SDR images fall short of their capabilities. In this context,
dynamic conversion offers an unprecedented opportunity
because on the one hand the details in the lights and shadows
is preserved in the SDR image and on the other hand a real
dynamic adjustment can be made based on the HDR image.
Furthermore, it was shown that a dynamic HDR/SDR converter
is not only a new device in the workflow, it also influences the
way a program or event is produced.
The workflows (Fig. 1,2,4) use static converters in addition to
the dynamic converters.
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LYNX Technik AG HDR Processing Solutions
The greenMachine suite of HDR processing tools addresses the issue of the simultaneous workflows by combining optimized HDR with up-converted SDR
sources into a single HDR production process, thus eliminating the expensive and time-consuming dual SDR & HDR production.
The entire range of LYNX Technik’s greenMachine HDR&SDR processing solutions support a range of open standards for conversion, tone mapping, and color
gamut, including HLG, PQ, SDR, and SLog3. Rec709, Rec 2020, and camera standards by Panasonic, Sony, Arri, ACES, DCI-P3, RED and BMD.
greenMachine HDR solutions are also equipped with integrated frame synchronization, 4K/UHD up / down cross conversion and a suite of powerful audio
processing capabilities.
greenGUI, which is free to download, provides configuration and control of all greenMachine applications. Users can run it in simulation mode without
greenMachine hardware connected, which helps to explore the myriad of adjustments and capabilities available. greenMachine is fully SNMPv2 compatible

SEGMENTED DYNAMIC
HDR►SDR CONVERTER

DYNAMIC
HDR►SDR CONVERTER

HDR Evie+ is a real-time, dynamic and segmented,
frame-by-frame broadcast-quality High Dynamic
Range (HDR) to Standard Dynamic Range (SDR)
converter, supporting formats up to 4K UHD
(3840x2160).

segmented dynamic conversion by greenMachine
HDR Evie+ is especially suited to demanding and
unpredictable content, with fast moving subjects
and high contrast conditions typically found in live
sports and news broadcasts.

HDR Evie+ takes HDR Evie to a new level by
the use of unique, industry leading dynamic
segmented frame-by-frame algorithms that use
sectional dynamic tone mapping that allows
adjustment of each segment (144 segments/
frame) of 3G or 4K HDR content - all in real-time.
Once configured, the process is totally automatic,
analyzing and converting the incoming HDR
image in 144 segments every frame. HDR Evie+
fits best in a native HDR workflow reducing
cost on equipment and manual operations. The

The HDR Evie+ application package also includes
HDR Static for HDR◄►SDR conversions as well
as conversion between HDR standards.
HDR Evie+

HDR Evie (Enhanced Video Image Engine) is the
world’s first HDR to SDR conversion solution using
advanced algorithms which automatically analyze
and apply optimal corrections in real-time and on
a frame by frame basis. It is the ideal real time
production tool for professional live broadcasts
that often have challenging lighting conditions,
brightness levels and image composition.

The HDR Evie application package includes HDR
Static for HDR◄►SDR conversions as well as
conversion between HDR standards.

Product Page

HDR Evie

Until now frame-by-frame corrections were only
possible by manually applying correction metadata
to each frame which is then utilized during live
playback; a non-real-time process, both time
consuming and expensive. HDR Evie solves this
challenge.

STATIC
HDR◄►SDR CONVERTER

HDR Static is a fully featured broadcast quality
HDR►SDR, SDR►HDR or cross standard
HDR►HDR converter, supporting formats up to
4K UHD (3840x2169). It applies color and contrast
corrections across a specific content to deliver
greatly enhanced images. It also supports Wide
Color Gamut (WCG) needs of broadcasters and
professional AV live event requirements.
This application package allows the user to carry
out up-, down and cross-conversions between
common input and output curves including Gamma,
PQ, HLG and slog3 as well as conversions between
full and narrow ranges through appropriate
static tone mapping. Conversion between color
spaces including Rec. 709 and Rec. 2020 are also
possible. HDR Static greenMachine processor has

Product Page

an advanced algorithm that overcomes the issues
arising from “round-tripping” SDR►HDR►SDR.
HDR Static

HDR ► SDR

Product Page

Demonstration

HDR Static also includes a spatial Up/Down/
Cross converter for up to 4K UHD video, audio
processing, routing and shuffling, color correction,
timing adjustment, Meta Data processing and
much more.
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